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As social network sites grow and diversify in both users and content, tensions between
users’ audience composition and their disclosure practices become more prevalent.
Users must navigate these spaces carefully to reap relational benefits while ensuring
content is not shared with unintended audiences. Through a qualitative study of highly
engaged Facebook users, this study provides insight into how people conceptualize
friendship online as well as how perceived audience affects privacy concerns and privacy
management strategies. Findings suggest an increasingly complex relationship between
these variables, fueled by collapsing contexts and invisible audiences. Although a diverse
range of strategies are available to manage privacy, most participants in this sample still
engaged in some degree of self-censorship.
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Once considered a social space purely for teens and young adults, social network sites (SNSs)
have become deeply ingrained in Americans’ daily lives, with 73% of online adults now using a SNS,
including 65% of those aged 50 to 64 and 46% of those 65 or older (Smith, 2014). This diversification of
the user base raises questions regarding how users’ network composition affects site use. For example,
Facebook maintains a wide range of privacy settings to help users control access to content, while
Google+ encourages users to place each connection into a “circle” and designate content distribution
accordingly. These network management features highlight the important relationship between audience,
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privacy, and disclosures, which has been previously examined in both off-line (e.g., Goffman, 1959;
Leary, 1995) and online (e.g., Hogan, 2010; Vitak, 2012) environments.
In this article, we extend previous research in computer-mediated communication by unpacking
SNS users’ perceptions of their audience and how these perceptions influence their privacy attitudes and
the privacy management strategies they employ. Using qualitative methods, we explore users’ mental
construction of audience to understand how the “imagined audience” (Litt, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011)
corresponds to reality and how conscious users are of their audience when sharing content on the site.
This article is driven by the following question: How cognizant are users of their audience when they use
social network sites, and what impact, if any, do users’ audiences have on their privacy attitudes and
behaviors?
Through an analysis of 26 in-depth interviews, we explore the complex thought process users
employ to understand and negotiate large and heterogeneous audiences on Facebook as well as how their
perceptions of audience influence their privacy attitudes and behaviors. Specifically, we identify three
categories of audience management strategies that help users balance the tension between privacy values
and the desire to engage with others in their networks. Finally, we discuss the implications of these
findings in deepening our understanding of how privacy is evolving with new communication technologies.
Managing Audience on Social Network Sites
In off-line settings, individuals use knowledge of their audience to help construct the identity they
perform (Goffman, 1959). Visual, verbal, and nonverbal cues help them tailor their behaviors in a manner
appropriate for a given audience; thus, one’s audience provides context for the “performance” of self
(Goffman, 1959; Papacharissi, 2012). In online settings, particularly SNSs, some of the cues available in
physical settings are removed or limited, but the need for understanding the audience remains;
interactants are forced to work with the cues available to them in a given communication environment
(Walther, 1992). Compounding this problem is the manner in which SNSs converge multiple distinct
audiences into a single homogeneous unit (e.g., Facebook friends)—a process known as context collapse
(boyd, 2008; Marwick & boyd, 2011; Vitak, 2012). A Facebook user, for example, may have her parents,
coworkers, classmates, and peers as Facebook friends. Considering context collapse within Goffman’s
(1959) framework, self-disclosure on SNSs becomes problematic when individuals can no longer
distinguish the audience for whom they are performing or when they cannot easily alter those
performances for different audiences.
Imagining the Audience
In the face of these challenges, SNS users must rely on their imagination to construct the
audience for whom their performance is directed (Litt, 2012; Marwick & boyd, 2011). This imagined
audience, or “a person’s mental conceptualization of the people with whom he or she is communicating”
(Litt, 2012, p. 330), serves as a guide on how to perform. Several factors influence the imagined
audience, from environmental factors such as SNSs’ social norms to individual factors such as a person’s
motivations for using a site (Litt, 2012). In an empirical study of how the imagined audience plays out on
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Twitter, Marwick and boyd (2011) found that some users first considered their purpose for using a site
(e.g., self-promotion, keeping in touch with friends), then crafted messages and the corresponding
concept of the audience based on that initial purpose. On SNSs, one tactic for imagining the audience is to
predict who is likely to see the content. However, predicting the audience is difficult, even when the
audience appears bounded. When users craft posts with an audience in mind, they may neglect less visible
members, instead focusing on those with whom they have the most contact—typically gauged by
comments, likes, and shares (Bernstein, Bakshy, Burke, & Karrer, 2013; Litt, 2012). Recent research
examining both self-reported and log data has found that the vast majority of Facebook users cannot
accurately assess the full audience for a piece of shared content, with most underestimating the reach of
their disclosures (Bernstein et al., 2013).
Facebook researchers have traditionally measured audience through a straightforward count of
total friends, but more recent empirical work has attempted to distinguish between the various ways users
conceptualize audience. For example, in two studies—one with college students (Ellison, Steinfield, &
Lampe, 2011) and one with adults (Ellison, Vitak, Gray, & Lampe, 2014)—Ellison and colleagues
established that Facebook users make a mental distinction between the friends formally articulated
through the site and the subset of Facebook friends they consider as “actual” friends. Furthermore, in both
studies, the researchers established that the number of actual friends significantly predicted perceptions of
social capital to a greater extent than the total number of Facebook friends. From this, they suggest users
make distinctions within their networks when sharing content. However, Ellison and colleagues did not
define actual friends, leaving the interpretation to the individual. Therefore, one goal of this research is to
gain a deeper understanding into how Facebook users conceptualize their audience on Facebook,
especially in terms of the defining characteristics of a Facebook friend versus an actual friend.
RQ1:

How do Facebook users conceptualize their audience on the site?
RQ1a: How do users define a Facebook friend?
RQ1b: How does this definition compare to that of an actual friend?
The Role of Privacy Concerns
Individuals attain privacy through regulating social interactions and selectively controlling access

to personal information (Altman, 1975). Decisions related to both what and to whom one discloses pieces
of personal information can lead to increased tensions for users. For example, as boyd (2014)
demonstrates, teen SNS users typically want to share a lot of personal information, but they only want to
do so with a select group of trusted individuals. However, uncertainty about the ability to control access to
one’s personal information may increase privacy concerns (Petronio, 2002). The extent to which these
concerns influence the type of content posted by SNS users has been studied extensively. Early studies of
social media found that privacy concerns prevented some people from adopting a site (Acquisti & Gross,
2006), but once they decided to use a site, there was no relationship between their stated privacy
concerns and the type of content they posted (Acquisti & Gross, 2006; Debatin, Lovejoy, Horn, & Hughes,
2009). SNSs, by virtue of their respective structures, encourage various forms of disclosure. Papacharissi
(2012) found that the structure of Twitter invites improvisation and play, particularly where tweets stream
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into hashtag topics. Comparatively, Facebook’s structure encourages users to share personal details such
as full name, birthday, hometown, and phone number; research by Lampe, Ellison, and Steinfield (2007)
found that sharing information in these fields helped users establish common ground and could lead to
increased social connections on the site.
More recent research suggests that privacy concerns align with posting behaviors (e.g.,
Stutzman, Capra, & Thompson, 2011; Stutzman, Gross, & Acquisti, 2012; Vitak, 2012); however, the
reasons for this alignment are unclear. Facebook’s many changes to its privacy policies are often
accompanied by increasingly complex and granular privacy settings (Goel, 2013). Qualitative work by
Vitak and Ellison (2013) found that some older users expressed concerns related to sharing information on
the site because of the complexity of privacy settings and a general lack of efficacy navigating the site. On
the other hand, privacy concerns are also likely to be influenced by the composition of users’ audience on
the site; for example, Page, Kobsa, and Knijnenburg (2012) found that users expressed a high degree of
concern about how sharing location information in SNS updates might change their relationship with
network members. Therefore, we propose the following question to unpack the relationship between
audience and privacy concerns:
RQ2:

How do Facebook users’ audience perceptions impact their privacy concerns?
Privacy Strategies for Managing Audience
Nissenbaum (2010) has argued that privacy management concerns not only controlling access to

information but the ability to ensure that information flows appropriately—that is, in the right context and
to the right people, a concept she calls “contextual integrity.” SNS users engage in a number of social and
technical strategies to protect their information. Technical strategies are those that require manipulation
of site features to limit the audience for content. These include actions such as changing privacy settings,
deleting or blocking audience members from one’s network, and untagging or deleting content (Litt, 2013;
Young & Quan-Haase, 2009). In both off-line (Brandimarte, Acquisti, & Loewenstein, 2013) and online
settings (Stutzman et al., 2011; Vitak, 2012), people are more likely to disclose personal information
when they have access to controls that limit its ability to spread. On Twitter, users can set their profiles to
be public or private. On Facebook, users have a range of technical features and settings available to them.
For example, users may create lists to segment audiences into multiple groups. These strategies are
preventative in that they aim to block certain groups from accessing content (Lampinen, Lehtinen,
Lehmuskallio, & Tamminen, 2011). Although previous studies have demonstrated users’ willingness to
create lists (Debatin et al., 2009; Young & Quan-Haase, 2009), actually targeting content to those lists
seems to vary across users and sites. Research on Google+ has found that “active users” create multiple
circles to manage their content (Kairam, Brzozowski, Huffaker, & Chi, 2012). In the case of Facebook,
some research indicates a lack of follow-through when it comes to targeting content to lists (Marder,
Joinson, & Shankar, 2012), while other work suggests that people with larger and more diverse networks
are more likely to make use of friend lists than those with smaller networks of fewer distinct audiences
(Vitak, 2012).
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Whereas the technical strategies for audience control rely on manipulating a site’s settings or
features, social strategies involve social decisions and rely mainly on users’ social skills for execution. For
example, users may engage in various forms of self-censorship in which they consciously decide not to
share something (Das & Kramer, 2013; Sleeper et al., 2013); alternatively, taking a “lowest common
denominator” approach, users limit the content of their posts to messages that are appropriate for
everyone in the audience (Hogan, 2010).
This study focuses specifically on how a user’s Facebook audience influences the strategies he or
she employs. We move the conversation beyond a strict categorization of possible strategies users employ
to a more detailed discussion of the interaction between audience composition and privacy practices on
these sites.
RQ3:

What privacy strategies do Facebook users employ to manage their audiences?
Method
Procedure
In April 2011, a random sample of 2,000 graduate students at a large Midwestern U.S. university

were invited to complete a survey about their use of online communication tools. At the conclusion of the
survey, those who used Facebook were invited to enter their e-mail address if they were interested in
participating in a follow-up interview. The survey remained open for two weeks and had a response rate of
25% (N = 486); of these, 386 participants reported having an active Facebook account, and 169 provided
an e-mail address to be considered for a follow-up interview. The primary goal of conducting these
interviews was to gain deeper insight into users’ privacy management and self-presentation practices on
SNSs; therefore, a type of purposive sampling known as criterion sampling (Patton, 2002) was employed
to select participants. Criteria for selection included diversity of networks, potential power differentials in
network relationships (e.g., teacher–student), creation of multiple profiles within a single SNS, and high
engagement with SNS privacy settings, especially friend lists.
Based on these criteria, 26 people participated in an in-person interview (see Table 1 for
descriptive data for each interview participant). The first author compiled each participant’s survey
responses related to the research questions and conducted semistructured interviews, lasting 30 to 95
minutes, during April and May 2011. Participants were asked questions about their SNS use, actual and
perceived audiences, privacy attitudes and behaviors, and impression management strategies. Participants
also installed an application that visualized their friend network and described the various groups. All
participants received a $15 Amazon gift card. Among interview participants, 16 (62%) were women, with
an average age of 29 (range: 22–53, SD = 6).
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Table 1. Descriptive Data for Interview Participants.
Name

Sex

Age

Race

Total
Facebook
friends

Total
actual
friends

Facebook
friend
diversitya

Privacy
concernsb

Use
friend
lists?c

James

M

27

White

525

Bambi

F

33

White

280

50

8

2.33

Yes

280

12

3.33

Yes

Tina

F

25

Black

750

50

11

2.00

Yes

Julie

F

28

White

477

Susan

F

28

White

700

450

7

3.00

Yes

200

10

3.00

Yes

Arnold

M

33

White

400

25

12

3.33

Yes

Lela

F

22

White

Helen

F

31

White

1,400

20

8

2.67

Yes

165

100

7

4.00

Yes

Julia

F

22

Latina

1,600

1,000

5

3.67

Yes

Kelly

F

Amy

F

28

White

315

250

11

2.00

Yes

23

White

500

250

8

4.00

Yes

Kyle

M

27

White

251

70

10

2.67

No

Brian

M

29

White

700

500

13

2.67

No

Carl

M

35

White

830

100

6

4.00

Yes

Jonathan

M

35

White

337

200

10

1.33

Yes

Tara

F

26

White

368

200

7

3.67

Yes

Bonnie

F

25

White

548

30

8

4.00

Yes

Mary

F

25

White

302

50

8

3.00

Yes

Jessie

F

28

White

82

32

11

4.67

Yes

Anne

F

28

White

120

80

8

4.67

Yes

Ashley

F

27

Black

370

10

8

2.00

Yes

Andy

M

28

White

465

20

10

3.33

Yes

Dave

M

29

Multi

120

45

5

1.67

Yes

Colin

M

28

White

500

100

10

3.00

Yes

Nancy

F

53

White

200

150

7

2.00

No

Ben

M

31

White

701

10

11

2.67

No

62%F

29

85%W

500

164

8.88

3.03

85%Y

Sum/
Average
a

Participants were asked to indicate whether they had Facebook friends in 12 relational categories, plus

an “other” option. Scores were computed by adding up each category they indicated being present in their
network (range: 5–13).
b

Three-item scale of users’ concerns related to sharing information through the site, measured on a

Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). See Vitak (2012) for items.
c

Question: “Have you created ‘Friend Lists’ so you can post updates just to a subset of your Facebook friends?’
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Following transcription, the authors developed a codebook reflecting expected themes related to
the research questions. The authors conducted content analysis in Dedoose, an online qualitative software
program, whereby individual participants’ data were used to refine themes as they emerged (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Line-by-line coding of each transcript was employed using complete thoughts as the unit of
analysis (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). First, each author coded two transcripts; then they met and refined the
codebook. Next, each transcript went through two rounds of coding by the first three authors to ensure
consistency of applied themes. Finally, excerpts were exported into Excel, and several metamatrices were
created (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to identify patterns across participants, establish representativeness of
findings, and detect negative cases.
Findings
RQ1: Conceptualizing Audience: Facebook Friends Versus Actual Friends
The first research question broadly addressed the issue of audience conceptualization on
Facebook; in other words, although sites like Facebook have a technical designation for users’ collection of
social ties (e.g., Facebook friends), users may view and articulate these connections in various ways. In
line with research by Ellison and colleagues (2011, 2014) distinguishing users’ total Facebook friends from
those they considered actual friends, participants were asked in the survey how many people fell into each
category; then, in the interview, they were reminded of their responses and were asked to provide
conceptual definitions.
Participants reported a diverse size range of Facebook friend networks from 82 to 1,600
connections.2 In our attempt to answer RQ1a, a consistent theme emerged across participants when
defining the principal characteristic: A Facebook friend represented a known social connection, be it
current, former or, in rare cases, future (e.g., Amy3 friended her future classmates prior to starting
medical school the following semester). Many participants explicitly signaled that, at some level, they
knew every one of their Facebook friends even if they had not communicated since initially connecting.
There were notable exceptions; for example, Brian, a musician, said he was friends with other musicians,
although he tended to be “picky” about the ones he connected with on the site and “the ones I’m friends
with on Facebook are mostly people that I got to know on Twitter first.”
In line with prior research (Dunbar, 2011; Facebook Data Team, 2009), participants noted that,
although their Facebook network included a wide variety of connections, most of their friends were
acquaintances. Some participants even framed their Facebook friends in business terms, describing the
site as a “virtual rolodex” used to manage a diverse set of contacts. Arnold said Facebook gave him “a
way to store information for the people you don’t really talk with and it’s a reminder when you see them.”
Dave echoed this, saying, “I also consider Facebook friends more like a contact book or a contact list of
people that I may need to contact in the future.” Finally, some participants were quick to highlight the
misnomer of Facebook’s “friend” label; for example, Andy said that if he could “do it all over again,” he’d
2

Survey and interview data were linked prior to analysis.

3

Pseudonyms were created to protect participants’ identities.
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be much more selective in his friending decisions, because “a Facebook friend, to me, doesn’t mean a real
friend in real life.” Andy, who had 465 Facebook friends, preferred a smaller audience to share his updates
and “to keep the integrity of the word friend intact.”
To help us answer RQ1b, participants discussed how their conceptualization of actual friends
differed from that of Facebook friends. Participants reported 10 to 1,000 actual friends, accounting for
36% of the network on average, which is consistent with research using a nonstudent sample (Ellison et
al., 2014) and higher than research with an undergraduate sample (Ellison et al., 2011).
A clear distinction emerged between participants’ broad Facebook audience and the smaller
subset of that audience participants viewed as actual friends; two primary themes dominated their
discussion. First, actual friends were characterized by communication channel used and communication
frequency. In other words, participants said that when they thought about actual friends, they thought of
people they saw in person or talked to on the phone at least occasionally. Although participants spoke in
general terms, stating that actual friends were people they were likely to hang out with in person, send emails to, or otherwise communicate with outside of Facebook, some gave specific examples that
highlighted the distinction. Tina, who said most of her Facebook friends were not really friends, described
her actual friends as those with whom she would share her more intimate life events: “An actual friend, I
think, as I go through planning these life events, as I think about graduation or a baby shower, is
someone who I would invite to actually share in those moments with me in person.” In this way, actual
friends have a very specific meaning.
The second theme to emerge when distinguishing actual friends was that this group contained
people who could provide participants with various social, emotional, and instrumental resources
encapsulated within the construct of social capital, which is in line with recent quantitative research
(Ellison et al., 2014). For example, Helen said, “I want to know what’s up with them, and they are people
that I feel I could call or contact if I needed information or I needed help.” Likewise, when Kyle tried to
distinguish this smaller audience from his broader group of Facebook friends, he said, “I would say an
actual friend is someone I could call on to help me out if I had a problem . . . someone who would help me
move or someone who I could tell something personal about myself.” Participants perceived an actual
friend as someone who provides bonding resources, which has traditionally been associated with closer
ties (Putnam, 2000).
As these descriptions highlight, participants generally viewed their Facebook network as
comprising various social groups, or audiences, with at least one subset being those with whom they
maintain a more meaningful relationship in off-line spaces and to whom they turn for emotional and
instrumental support.
RQ2: Audience and Privacy Concerns
The second research question explored the relationship between users’ audiences on Facebook
and their privacy attitudes, specifically whether their network composition was related to particular privacy
concerns. Overall, participants in this sample—who were selected because of their active engagement in
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privacy management on SNSs—framed the relationship between privacy and audience in more proactive
terms than would likely be seen in a more general sample. That said, participants voiced significant
concerns related to two types of imagined audiences: those with whom they had articulated a formal
relationship (i.e., Facebook friends) and those outside of the intended audience for their disclosures (e.g.,
current or future employers).
Because the people interviewed for this study exhibited high levels of self-monitoring, it was
unsurprising that many participants voiced an awareness of how Facebook shares information as well as
the audience with whom that information is shared. For example, Tina highlighted the tension she
experienced between participating on the site and the potential audience implications of sharing
information—with both known and unknown others:
I’m a very private person actually and Facebook kind of challenges that, where if you
confirm you’re going to an event, then people know where you’re going. People know
who your friends are. I don’t really like that, so I try to keep it minimal in terms of my
interactions with others.
Likewise, Helen said, “I’m very, very aware that whatever gets out cannot be brought back. It’s kind of a
Pandora’s Box. So I’m concerned that personal information that I would not want out in public would
somehow get released.” Both examples highlight the cognitive process users engage in, with special
consideration being given to who will see the content being shared.
Conversely, some participants expressed little concern that members of their network had access
to information in their profile and the content they shared, because, as Andy put it, “I don’t think most of
them take any interest in me.” Some participants also expressed little to no audience-related privacy
concerns, but credited the strategies they employed to manage the relationship between their privacy
concerns and their audience. These strategies (which will be discussed in detail in the discussion of RQ3),
ranged from self-censorship to use of privacy settings to segment their audience and limit content
distribution. Among participants employing various privacy-based strategies, however, some still
expressed high levels of concern about sharing information, either related to audience composition (size
and/or diversity) or a general lack of trust in Facebook itself. For example, Amy, who had many future
classmates as Facebook friends, worried about information in her profile being taken out of context:
When I was younger, I thought it was funny, like my friends, we’d post while we were
drinking, stupid stuff we’re saying . . . looking at med school friends, that’s not
something I want anybody to see, especially since I don’t know these people yet.
On the other hand, Bambi’s concerns were largely derived from her lack of trust in how Facebook would
treat the information:
I don’t really trust the privacy on Facebook. I have not read the terms of service in their
entirety. I know enough to be cautious, but I just have an issue . . . I’m sort of like, I
don’t want to think that privacy is dead, so I’d like to maintain a little bit of it.
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Because this sample was composed mostly of employed individuals or people on the job market,
privacy concerns related to potential employers viewing their Facebook profiles dominated interviews,
even though most participants explicitly stated that they did not share anything they thought was
controversial or incriminating. The concerns participants expressed took many forms. Most participants
mentioning concerns about employers simply described being more cautious and conscientious in making
posting-related decisions. For example, Brian noted, “You just have to be really careful about what you’re
sending out, what image of yourself you’re projecting into the digital world.” Other participants described
taking explicit actions as a result of their increased privacy concerns. For example, James described a
photo “triage” he conducted a few years earlier following a similar activity by some friends who had just
completed their degrees. Likewise, Jessie, who admitted she had not viewed her privacy settings page “in
ages,” said her concerns about potential employers viewing her profile were significant enough to prevent
her from sharing content: “[I won’t post things to Facebook because] people looking for me as a potential
employee or future coworkers might be able to see it and think less of me for it.”
RQ3: Audience-Limiting Privacy Strategies
Participants described various practices aimed at limiting the audience for SNS disclosures. We
classified these into four groups based on the mechanism used to enact audience control.
1. Network-based control. When considering privacy management, the most basic strategies
involve granting or denying access—similar to the role of a bouncer at a club. Among our sample, many
participants reported engaging in network-based privacy strategies, whereby they used the site’s tools to
proactively control the audience for their content.
As stated above, participants described their friend networks as comprising only known
connections. Jessie, for example, rejected friend requests from people she did not recognize. Knowing a
person, however, served as an initial criterion but did not guarantee Facebook friendship. Participants
chose to ignore or deny requests from known others for a multitude of reasons. For example, Kelly did not
accept friend requests from former high school classmates because she said she had nothing to talk to
them about. Helen described denying her father’s friend request to avoid dealing “with drama.” Another
reason participants chose not to accept friend requests was maintaining boundaries across disparate social
contexts. This became most apparent when participants described overt power dynamics, such as their
relationships with students, professors, and supervisors. Ashley, for instance, did not accept friend
requests from previous students, explaining, “It just changes the dynamic when they see you in a
professional way and they also see your personal side.”
A related behavior reported by many participants—with very different implications—was that of
“hiding” a friend; in fact, participants reported more instances of hiding friends than outright unfriending
them. This finding is in line with recent quantitative work showing that Facebook users demonstrated a
significantly higher intention to hide contacts than to unfriend them (Peña & Brody, 2014). Importantly,
hiding a connection has no effect on the hidden user’s ability to view content. However, many participants
described engaging in this practice—often in lieu of unfriending another user—because it had fewer
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potentially negative relational implications. For example, Helen described her rationale for hiding a group
of high school friends:
I hid a lot of my high school friends after the reunion because I’m just not really
interested in what’s going on . . . I feel bad to completely defriend them, but, you know,
we were good friends 10 or 15 years ago, but we’re not really that close now. So I feel
bad to defriend them, but I don’t really want to get frequent updates on what’s going on
in their lives.
Privacy considerations did sometimes lead to defriending and/or blocking people. Life changes, such as
breakups, were the most commonly reported reason, while other participants described “friend purges” in
which they removed a significant number of friends—sometimes hundreds—from their network.
2. Platform-based control. In addition to curating their list of connections, participants reported
leveraging the site’s privacy settings. Several participants used the phrase “locked down” when referring
to their use of privacy settings to protect personal information from unwanted audiences. As Bonnie
noted, “I have it set that only my friends can see my pictures, and if you search for my profile, you can
only see my profile picture and some of the limited information.” The most common use of privacy
settings was to limit access to one’s profile only to direct connections (i.e., “friends only”).
Within the “friends only” setting, the vast majority of participants in this sample established an
additional subset of controls via friend lists.4 A common implementation involved separating friends into
two distinct groups: one with access to all (or nearly all) shared content and a second group—which was
usually, but not always, smaller—that could only view a stripped-down profile or designated posts (i.e.,
“limited profile”). Many participants acknowledged using limited profiles for specific individuals or groups
such as family members, colleagues, and students. Kelly would not allow professors access to all her
information, while Susan did the same with her students. To construct even more refined audience
segmentation, many participants created multiple friend lists. Participants felt they achieved audience
segmentation by targeting particular disclosures to some groups and not others. Lela, for example,
vigilantly assigned each friend to a list or lists, thereby creating a different interaction experience for each
friend.
3. Content-based control. Despite the level of control offered by lists, nearly all participants
described significant self-reflection regarding the audience for their disclosures. Participants reported
social strategies such as actively self-censoring and tailoring disclosures because of concerns about
context collapse. Certain topics or themes, presented below, were common targets for self-censorship.
Professional considerations were a notable cause of self-censorship due to context collapse. Amy,
for example, was concerned about repercussions of past disclosures:
4

Friend list use was one criterion used to invite participants to participate in the interview study; this is

the reason for such high use of friend lists (86%) among the sample. In the full sample (N = 386), 17% of
participants reported using friend lists.
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Now that I’m moving into a professional part of my life, I don’t want things that I did
when I was a teenager coming back to bite me. . . . [The posts] may have been when I
was 17, but most people don’t look for the date.
Although most participants shared similar concerns regarding potential employers, Ben was an exception:
“If someone wants to deny me a professional opportunity because of my politics, I don’t want to be part of
that professional opportunity.” For some, intimate or personal details were not considered appropriate for
Facebook and were also self-censored. These topics included information about family (especially
children), health, sexual matters, address and contact information, and emotions.
A common strategy to deal with context collapse was to ensure content appropriateness for the
broadest audience, known as the “lowest common denominator” (Hogan, 2010). Use of this strategy often
resulted in less specific disclosures, as reflected in Bonnie’s comment: “I keep things fairly generic
because I use it both for social networking and also some professional networking.” For some, applying
this strategy decreased the amount and frequency of disclosures. For example, Andy noted, “The effect of
having this many friends makes me say fewer and more general things than many and more specific
things.” Many participants stayed away from politics and religion to avoid divisive conflicts as well as
negative judgment from their network.
Although topic was typically the most salient consideration, participants took into account other
aspects, such as posting frequency, relevance, length, and even off-line connections and activities of
friends when contemplating disclosures. For example, Tina refrained from certain posts to avoid unwanted
“social leakage” off-line:
If I post, “I’m bored right now” at 4:30, and a colleague sees it, they know I was in class
at 4:30. And you don’t know whose advisor is who, and they’re like, “Oh yeah, she
posted she was bored while she was in your class,” I worry about things like that getting
around.
The imagination of an unintended audience gaining access to the disclosure motivated Tina to censor
herself.
In some cases, participants enacted self-censorship by taking communications to private
messages or chat, or switching to external channels such as phone or face-to-face communication. Andy
captured this effectively: “In a private message you can communicate more freely without having to be
concerned with the social world looking at what you’re saying, and judging you or feeling as though they
might be judging you.”
4. Multiple profiles as control. Although uncommon, a few participants catered to divergent
audiences by separating various facets of their persona into separate SNS accounts. Typically, the
accounts were maintained on different SNS platforms (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIn, Blogger). Such separation
enabled individuals to not only exploit the differences in interactive affordances and disclosure norms but
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target disclosures appropriately based on the differences in audience characteristics and composition
across these platforms. As Julia explained:
I have one Facebook, I have two Twitters, but because I do work in the social media, I
also have that extended part that I do separate of my own personal things. So I
represent my company on that. . . . But then I have the private Twitter and public
Twitter, and private Facebook and public LinkedIn.
Some participants reported using multiple accounts on the same SNS platform to separate audiences
based on relationship (social vs. professional), disclosure purpose, and other related reasons. Consider
Jonathan, who used three Twitter accounts: one for a professional audience, one for a personal audience,
and one for frivolous fun.
I have one which is strictly professional, so I connect to other folks who are studying
technology or tourism, and they usually connect back to me as well, and that’s its sole
purpose. It is fully public. I have a second account that is sort of my fun account. It is
the one that I’ll connect to like Neil Patrick Harris. Or I listen to a lot of stuff off CNET, so
their various podcasts, and so I’ll connect to them. It’s my frivolous feed . . . that one is
purely for fun. It is also completely public. And then my third account is my personal
account. The only people I’m connected with are personal friends of mine. That’s fully
private. And it sort of serves as an SMS [short message service] replacement.
Although this audience segmentation strategy likely decreases the chances of content being viewed by
unintended audiences, it is also more costly to the individual in resources and time, which may explain
why most participants did not employ it.
Discussion
This study provides a rich exploration of the tensions between SNS users’ audiences and their
disclosure practices on the site, as moderated by their privacy attitudes and practices. Research in this
area is evolving from work examining the relationship between a standard set of privacy concerns
individuals may have and the profile fields users complete (e.g., Acquisti & Gross, 2006; Stutzman et al.,
2011) to more recent work delving into the strategies available to SNS users (Lampinen et al., 2011;
Stutzman & Hartzog, 2012). The present work expands on previous research by exploring the evolving
conceptualization of friendship in networked spaces and by focusing on the extent to which individuals’
imagined audience—both those for whom they are actively thinking of when sharing content as well as
those they may consider as a potential viewer of that same piece of content later on—impacts their
privacy concerns and privacy practices on the site. As the user base of sites like Facebook continues to
grow and diversify (Smith, 2014) and context collapse becomes an increasing impediment to participation
for some users (Vitak & Ellison, 2013), untangling these relationships may provide important insights for
theory and design.
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Social media generally—and Facebook specifically—have significantly impacted how individuals
consider relationship maintenance, interpersonal communication, and friendship (boyd, 2008). By labeling
a technical connection between two users as a friendship, Facebook adds layers of implicit meaning to a
relationship that may differ from how the two individuals may have characterized it. For example, in this
study, participants overwhelmingly described a Facebook friend as simply someone they had met—with no
indication of relational closeness or categorization going into that conceptualization—whereas an actual
friend—a proxy for relational closeness—was defined by communication frequency, perceived social
capital, and number of communication channels employed. This finding supports Haythornthwaite’s (2005)
media multiplexity research describing a positive correlation between tie strength and quantity of
communication channels used. Similar to Ellison et al.’s (2014) results, this study provides qualitative
support for the notion that, although Facebook friends played an important role in participants’ lives, it
was the actual friends that they viewed as sources of social, emotional, and instrumental support.
When considering the role of new social technologies in relational processes, it is essential to
differentiate these newer forms of communication from more traditional ones, because the features and
normative practices can differ widely. “Networked publics,” as boyd (2008) has termed them, blur the
boundaries between private and public disclosure and collapse unique sets of connections into one
audience. This is likely the reason for participants’ broad definition of a Facebook friend as well as the
struggles they shared regarding friending practices and decisions to self-censor posts. Participants
recognized that there were benefits to sharing content with their networks, in line with Burke and Kraut
(2013) and Ellison et al. (2014), but they employed a range of social and technical strategies to share the
right information with the right audience—the imagined audience (Litt, 2012). In an attempt to reach the
imagined audience, their privacy strategies included four types of controls: network-based (e.g., only
letting certain people into their networks), platform-based (e.g., using the site’s privacy settings),
content-based (e.g., deciding to not post an update at all or editing a post to avoid upsetting some subset
of their network), and profile-based (e.g., maintaining separate Twitter accounts to interact with different
parts of one’s network). However, because the social norms around sharing continue to evolve
(McLaughlin & Vitak, 2012), participants acknowledged turbulent moments in which their imagined and
actual audiences did not align, such as inappropriate photos being posted and arguments occurring
through public channels (Litt & Hargittai, 2014; Petronio, 2002). These negative experiences were
described as catalyzing moments for changing their sharing and privacy behaviors (Debatin et al., 2009;
Litt, 2013; Petronio, 2002).
Context collapse leads to both privacy concerns and employment of audience-limiting privacy
strategies. However, because Facebook encourages disclosure and interaction with one’s network at large,
strategies that involve re-creating off-line social boundaries are not only inconsistent with the stated
norms of the site but can be very time-consuming and require a moderate to high level of skill. Prior
research suggests that several user characteristics relate to the norms for managing context collapse,
including network composition (Vitak, 2012), online skills (e.g., Litt, 2013; Vitak & Ellison, 2013), and
demographics (Litt, 2013). This study provides additional factors that may influence users’ privacy
management strategies—or lack thereof—and extends our understanding of privacy management by
focusing on its link to audience composition. For example, participants who used friend lists reported
feeling more comfortable sharing content because they were able to restrict access to the audiences of
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greatest concern—typically family members, coworkers, professors, or students. At the same time, they
expressed frustration or apathy toward using these lists because of the work involved. These factors likely
contribute to many users’ preference for broad approaches such as self-censorship of their disclosures.
The blurring of private and public in these spaces and the collapsing of users’ networks into a
single audience influenced privacy perceptions among this sample. Specifically, findings suggest that,
when self-presentation is important—as would be the case for users on the job market or those
maintaining a diverse network or connections—users consciously think about a particular audience when
sharing content. For some, the lowest common denominator became the imagined audience. For example,
future employers were part of many participants’ imagined audiences, often leading to significant selfcensorship. It is worth noting that participants were not always concerned about their current audience,
but were in part fixated on a hypothetical/potential future audience. However, it is important to keep in
mind these are self-reported data, and the extent to which the thought process for imagining audiences
actually impacts participants’ behavior is likely to depend on a number of factors—online skills, social
skills, current privacy settings, and existing disclosure behaviors, among others (Litt, 2012). Nonetheless,
participants’ audience and privacy thoughtfulness suggest that people are not sharing content
indiscriminately, but rather are thinking about who might see that content or how it might be interpreted
by various audiences, especially when they imagine an important or influential audience for that
disclosure.
Limitations
This

study

employed

qualitative

interviews

to

gain

deeper

insights

into

SNS

users’

conceptualizations of audience as well as how their audience influenced privacy perceptions and practices.
Because the study employed purposive sampling, readers should use caution in interpreting findings,
because the small, homogeneous sample of highly engaged U.S. graduate students limits generalizability
of findings. To some degree, all Facebook users experience issues related to the unique dynamics of SNSs
(e.g., context collapse), but they were likely magnified within this privacy-conscious sample; therefore,
the findings presented here may not reflect that of a more heterogeneous population.
Conclusion
How, what, and with whom people communicate online provides researchers with a wide range of
questions to explore. In this study, we explored a critical piece of this puzzle—how Facebook users
conceptualize their audience when sharing content and how they consciously negotiate the tensions
between the composition of that audience and their personal disclosures. Through analysis of 26
interviews, we have begun unpacking the complexity of this relationship—how users can alter their
behavior to fit their audience when that audience is forever changing or half hidden as well as how some
audiences may increase privacy concerns and, consequently, strategies used to manage the visibility of
content. Participants in this study made a stark distinction between actual friends and Facebook friends
based on communication frequency and channel selection as well as their resource support potentiality.
These results showcase how users’ perceived audiences impacted their privacy concerns, with this sample
placing a heavy emphasis on an imagined audience of current and future employers. Finally, our findings
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highlight four audience-limiting privacy strategies people engaged in in an attempt to reach their desired
privacy: network-based, platform-based, and content-based control strategies as well as use of multiple
profiles as control.
These findings reveal some of the cognitive processes users engage in when conceptualizing their
audience on Facebook as well as the perceived impact that audience has on their privacy perceptions and
practices. Notably, even among this privacy-conscious sample, participants voiced annoyance and
struggles with enacting social and technical privacy strategies on Facebook. This suggests a need for more
accessible tools that enable users to feel comfortable when making disclosures on the site. As these sites
become more ubiquitous and ingrained into our daily lives, it will become increasingly important for us to
address questions posed in this study and to understand the benefits and challenges presented by
complex social technologies. Especially with increases in adoption by potentially at-risk populations (e.g.,
teens and older adults) and networks including a wider range of people with different backgrounds, value
systems, and power dynamics, researchers and practitioners must consider solutions to problems of media
literacy and skills, usability, and alternatives for sharing personal information.
Finally, even highly engaged and privacy-conscious users have audience-related concerns, which
often lead to self-censorship. Social capital researchers have consistently argued that, in order for users to
fully reap the relational benefits of social media use, they must be willing to disclose personal information
(Vitak, 2012) and interact with network members (Burke, Kraut, & Marlow, 2011; Ellison et al., 2014).
Likewise, communication theory and research has demonstrated the important role of such interactions in
relationship formation and maintenance, both off-line (Altman & Taylor, 1975; Duck, 1994) and online
(Tong & Walther, 2011; Walther, 1992). SNSs have great potential for facilitating communication and
relationship development for both strong and weak ties; however, users are less likely to engage with
these sites if they have significant privacy concerns. Therefore, studying and understanding the tensions
between audience, information disclosure, and privacy—and creating an environment that balances these
constructs—is vital to the future of these technologies.
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